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I have updated this ebook for 2016. This is a very simple pick 3 lottery system, yet a very effective

pick 3 strategy. Therefore, i'm showing you some brief examples on how this pick 3 strategy works...

which will give you box and straight hits, but of course results may vary in certain states. In Texas

for example, i have had many straight hits. I show some examples in TX, CA and GA but this works

in all states.Get it now and start winning !!!The pick 5 investment program is here: Win bigger, just

relax and let me send you the winning numbers...Contact me for more details or go on my

site.Please: If you have purchased or read this ebook, remember to leave your review, as this will

help me improve my products, and help other people discover them as well.Thank you !Look for

THE JODIA PROJECT a super ebook where i show you where to play in 10 states online.... only 3

numbers straight for 3 days and make big buck$$$ EZ, like sunday morning !!! i just created this

recently for the small players, the ones who do not like to play too many numbers, AVAILABLE

ONLY ON MY SITES.Some testimonialsQuinta won $4500 with my P4 ATM playing

online.3/20/2014234179078-3ON Midday 1:45PM Pick 41$0.50$0.50N4-5-1-54-6-1-2

3/20/2014234179078-4 KY Midday 1:10PM Pick 41$0.50 $0.50N4-5-1-74-5-1-7 $4,500.00 Meet MK

from Washington DC. This customer has most of my systems, after receiving his brand new EZ Str8

system for Pick 4 ,he won a nice box hit. Here is what he wrote to me. Guess what! I just start

testing your EZ4 system and mirror them like you told me that it might do me a trick in DC. They

came out from 3938 to 2428. I won 2824 play only box for start like you stated. Actually I won

straight many times from your Pick 3 system but I didn't get a chance to show you.  I told you that

you're the BEST!, remember that.  Regards,- M K
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Yes, you can win with the Pick 3 Crusher system. This is a nice and easy system for use by

beginning players who need such a system. The system may not win as often as more

sophisticated systems, but it is tailored for the market in which it plays. This is a system for players

who desperately want to get wins, and if they are patient, they will see some.

Considered myself lucky to get a copy of this book , I back tested it and boy, it works! True to what

he says, you can hit a straight win! Sometimes it will take you about 3 days to get a box win, but

most often the win comes in the immediate next draw. Try this book guys and read his instructions

twice. Study the workout and see for yourself...I got three successive hits after I got the book and

two of that are straight hits!

I really liked this product and it gave me great insight into the game. But there was one draw back

and it has nothing to do with the advice given but it would seem that the book was not checked by

an editor. There are a couple of chapters that have gibberish and I could not follow what was

written.When this is all sorted out I do hope to get a note from  for a re-download. I tried out the first

technique and it really worked. I recommend it for the avid pick 3 player.

It seems to be a fairly easy formula, I encourage more people to purchase a copy of this book very

informative.!

Great system. I would recommend this to anyone looking to win a few dollars.

Don't like it. I must be slow. Can't figure out his formula.After the first sample the other samples did

not compute. I'll keep trying to figure it out.Maybe it will click one of these days.



This is a good book. Although I have not yet tried this system yet here in my state, this book does

show some promise.

ANOTHER GREAT PICK 3 STRATEGY.PRODUCES NUMBERS TO PLAY.TWEAK IT AROUND

TO GET MORE RESULTS.
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